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Abstract: We present theoretical and experimental work on upconversion based mid-wavelength 
infrared detection using silicon detectors without the need for cryogenic cooling. We consider both 
multi-spectral imaging and point spectroscopy targeting several specific applications.  
OCIS codes: (190.7220) Upconversion; (300.6340) Spectroscopy, infrared; (100.2960) Image analysis; 

 
1. Introduction 

Spectroscopy and imaging has for decades been an indispensable method for identification and quantification of 
chemical compounds in the ultraviolet, visible and near infrared spectral region. However, even though applications 
have emerged for infrared analysis, field deployable system development has been hampered by the lack of efficient 
low noise, low cost detectors. 

In the early years of nonlinear optics approaches toward image upconversion based on sum frequency mixing 
was demonstrated [1, 2], allowing for the use of photographic film or other visible detector systems for infrared 
imaging. However, applications were limited by the low quantum efficiency, particularly for cw systems [3].  

In recent years, much progress has been made in the development of microbolometers and low bandgap 
semiconductor materials such as InSb and MCT detectors. However, these devices are still limited by the need for 
cryogenic cooling for low noise performance, in strong contrast to visible light detectors. 

In this paper we present results on parametric upconversion of infrared radiation into the near visible spectrum 
for detection using Si-based imaging devices such as CCD cameras. We present results for mid-infrared imaging and 
spectroscopy, using sum frequency mixing combined with Si-CCD cameras for detection. 

 

2.  Concept and technology 

The concept of the presented approach is to use sum frequency mixing between the infrared signal and a strong intra 
cavity field in a high finesse diode pumped solid state laser [4]. Note that the conversion efficiency is proportional to 
the mixing laser power. The incoherent infrared radiation is upconverted in an infinity corrected plane inside the 
nonlinear media to avoid aberrations caused by the finite thickness of the nonlinear crystal. 

The image information from the object is in the back focal plane of a first lens carried as angles, see the left part 
of Fig. 1. Hence, we have to consider non-collinear interaction in the conversion process, i.e. the phase-matching 
condition will depend on the spatial position in the object image. The propagation angle of the upconverted radiation 
is further scaled according to the ratio of the input to the output wavelength. 

 

      
Fig. 1. Left: An object is emitting incoherent light, which can be modeled as point sources emitting spherical waves. A lens, f, 
transforms these spherical waves to plane waves. The plane waves are cropped by the on-axis Gaussian mixing beam and shifted to a 
different wavelength. These waves exit the non-linear crystal at a smaller angle due to momentum conservation. The individually 
upconverted Gaussian waves forms an image after a second lens, f1, in the image plane. Right:  (a) Phase-match wavelength as a 
function of propagation angle through the nonlinear crystal. Error bars indicates phase-matched bandwidth. (b) The upconverted image 
of mid-IR emission from hot water vapor around 2.9 μm. 
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3.  Imaging, spectroscopy and multispectral imaging 

Configuring the system as “infinity corrected” makes it quite similar to a pin-hole camera. However, the 
upconversion system also shifts the wavelength of the entire infrared image to a spectral region where detector 
technology has been most developed. The spatial resolution of the system is in the infinity corrected configuration is 
set by the beam size of the mixing laser field, which acts as a soft aperture of the system. Depending on the nature of 
the illumination being spatially coherent or incoherent the appropriate transfer function can be found in terms of a 
point spread function, i.e. the Fourier transform of the Gaussian mixing laser beam [5].  

In addition to the spatial filtering caused by the mixing laser field, the upconverted field depends on the spectral 
acceptance parameters of the nonlinear conversion process. Depending on the specific application, the phase-
matching properties can be designed to be broadband, narrowband or even tunable. But using a large field of view 
an angular spectral dependence in the image conversion is unavoidable.  

It is possible to use the spectral curvature of the upconverted images to design a simple spectrometer for infrared 
measurements. Assuming an infrared signal with spectral signatures, it is possible to exploit the relation between 
phase-match angle and internal propagation angle of the upconverted infrared light to measure the spectral content 
in a very simple manner, see Fig. 1, (a). The right part of Fig. 1, (b) shows an upconverted image of the emission 
from hot water vapor at 2.9 µm. Very distinct concentric rings are seen in the image. Analyzing the image using the 
spectral response from (a) it is straightforward to calculate the emission spectrum from the hot water vapor. Based 
on an extension of this approach we have reached a spectral resolution down to 0.2 nm at 2.9 µm [6]. 

Many interesting chemical compounds have distinct spectral features in the mid-infrared spectral region. It is 
therefore desirable to make multispectral images in this region with sufficient spectral resolution to differentiate 
chemical substances and their spatial distribution. We present an approach to generate multiple monochromatic 
images based on phase-match scanning of upconverted images.  

 

4.  Conclusion  

Based on continuous wave image upconversion, we present an efficient low noise approach for infrared imaging and 
spectroscopy. This approach has significant advantages in terms of noise and cost efficiency in applications where 
detailed spectral infrared features are important. We present various configurations and there applicability to specific 
applications.  
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